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Problem Spaces and Search 

 
 “Problem spaces" refer to the range of possible actions, states, and transitions that 

can be encountered while trying to solve a particular problem. A problem space represents 

the set of all possible states that a problem-solving agent can reach starting from the initial 

state and moving through various intermediate states to finally reach the goal state. 

 "Search" in AI involves the process of finding a sequence of actions that transforms 

the current state of a problem into a goal state within the problem space. There are various 

search algorithms used in AI to navigate through these problem spaces and find solutions. 

Here are a few common types: 

 

Breadth-First Search (BFS): This algorithm explores all neighbor nodes at the present 

depth prior to moving on to nodes at the next depth level. It guarantees the shortest path to 

the goal. 

 

Depth-First Search (DFS): DFS explores as far as possible along each branch before 

backtracking. It might not find the shortest path and could get stuck in infinite loops if not 

implemented with proper safeguards. 

 

A Search Algorithm*: This is an informed search algorithm that uses both the cost of the 

path from the initial node and a heuristic estimate of the cost to reach the goal. It's efficient 

and finds the optimal solution if certain conditions are met. 

 

Greedy Best-First Search: This algorithm selects the node that is estimated to be closest 

to the goal. It might not find the optimal solution but can be computationally less expensive. 

Dijkstra's Algorithm: Used in finding the shortest path between nodes in a graph, 



considering weighted edges. It guarantees the shortest path when all edge weights are non-

negative. 

Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP): These involve finding a solution that satisfies 

a set of constraints, often solved by backtracking algorithms. 

Iterative Deepening Depth-First Search (IDDFS): Combines advantages of BFS and 

DFS, allowing for the depth-first search approach with a limited depth. 

 These search algorithms are used to traverse through problem spaces in various AI 

applications, be it in robotics, game playing, planning, or other problem-solving scenarios. 

The choice of algorithm depends on factors like the nature of the problem, available 

computational resources, and the specific constraints of the problem space. 

 

Problem spaces and search algorithms are used in various real-world applications. Here 

are some examples illustrating their use: 

 

Example 1: Route Planning 

Problem Space: Finding the shortest path from one location to another on a map. 

Search Algorithm: A* Search Algorithm or Dijkstra's Algorithm 

Application: Navigation apps (such as Google Maps or Waze) use these algorithms to find 

the optimal routes, considering factors like distance, traffic, and road conditions. 

 

Example 2: Puzzle Solving 

Problem Space: Solving a Rubik's Cube. 

Search Algorithm: Iterative Deepening Depth-First Search (IDDFS) or Breadth-First 

Search (BFS) 

Application: Solving puzzles involves navigating through a complex problem space to find 

a sequence of moves that lead to the solved state. 

  



Example 3: Game Playing 

Problem Space: Finding the best move in a game like chess. 

Search Algorithm: Minimax Algorithm with Alpha-Beta Pruning 

Application: AI opponents in games use these algorithms to search through possible moves 

to select the most promising one, considering future outcomes. 

 

Example 4: Automated Assembly Line 

Problem Space: Optimizing the workflow on an assembly line. 

Search Algorithm: Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) 

Application: Ensuring that the assembly line operates efficiently by solving constraints like 

machine capacities, order of operations, and resource availability. 

 

Example 5: Scheduling 

Problem Space: Optimizing schedules for a university timetable. 

Search Algorithm: Heuristic Search Algorithms 

Application: Developing class schedules that meet various constraints (room availability, 

professor preferences, student course load, etc.) by exploring different combinations of 

schedules to find the best one. 

 

Example 6: Image Recognition 

Problem Space: Classifying objects in images. 

Search Algorithm: Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 

Application: CNNs use learned filters and layers to navigate the problem space of features 

in an image to correctly identify and classify objects. 

 These examples demonstrate how problem spaces and search algorithms are used in 

different domains, ranging from route planning and puzzle solving to game playing, 

manufacturing, scheduling, and image recognition. AI algorithms and techniques are 

applied to find efficient solutions to a wide array of problems across various industries and 

applications. 


